• In inter-individual settings, registration should align images as well as cortical and external structures such as sulcal lines and fibers.
• In inter-individual settings, registration should align images as well as cortical and external structures such as sulcal lines and fibers.
• While using image-based registration, neural fibers appear uniformly white giving no information to the registration.
-Tensor-based registration improves white-matter alignment, however misregistration may also persist in regions where the tensor field appears uniform.
• We present an extension of the Geometric Demons [1] algorithm which combines the iconic registration and geometric constraints. Representing the geometry in the space of currents [ 
Results Results

Conclusions
Conclusions : :
We extended the well-established Demons registration algorithm to register jointly both, image and geometric descriptors. We represent the geometry in the space of currents, where we get a pose and shape sensitive metric. We are able to improve fiber registration while still aligning images. Results show that adding fiber information can even improve image alignment Optimal influence radius:
As we increase the radius, the influence of the fibers over the deformation field increases, and the fibers alignment improves at the expense of the image alignment.
We can also notice that with just small fiber influence (1.5) we are able to improve image registration.
Analysis was performed for 12 subjects of the NMR public database. Having 65 bundles correspondences across subjects we perform a cross-validation test. We divided the bundles in sets of 13 bundles, and took 4 as training set and 1 for test. All possible permutations were applied and Averaged.
Space of Currents [2]
Fiber bundle We compare our algorithm LGD with Symmetric LogDemons (SLDD), Symmetric TensorDemons (STD) and ANTS. For the training set our algorithm perform better than the other algorithms and for the test set we observe a similar performance between the 3 algorithms using fiber information (STD, ANTS and LGD). STD and ANTS uses information from the whole grid, while our results are showing that only a small set of fibers can guide the whole registration. The metrics of the images are showing that even though we highly improve fiber registration we still maintain the image accuracy. 
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